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Insecticide Foam – A Short Course

William H Robinson, PhD.

Wet Foam, Dry Foam…Who Knew
It ain’t so much
the things you don’t know
that get you into trouble.
It’s the things that you know
that just ain’t so.
A. Ward

Common knowledge is that dry foam is best, but…that just ain’t so.
Dry foam is primarily air bubbles and a little liquid. It will quickly fill a
void, but mostly with air! Wet foam will also fill a void, but quickly delivers the liquid it carries
to the surrounding surfaces.
Foam is a mixture of surfactant (soap) and a liquid, and the addition of
air to make bubbles. Once it is applied, foam is not intended to remain
on the treated surface, but to collapse so the liquid forms a surface
residue. Dry foam is produced with a large amount of surfactant and a
small amount of liquid (insecticide). The bubbles in dry foam are small
and they are relatively stable for a long time. There is little liquid
insecticide to drain from the bubbles to the surface.
Empty matrix of dry foam
Wet foam is an effective means of spreading liquid insecticide over
substrates that are difficult to treat with straight liquid. Wet foam goes through distinct stages
from development to collapse. Stage 1 – Immediately after development the bubbles are
large and cover the surface. The transparent shell of each bubble is the surfactant, and the
liquid (insecticide) is held between the shell walls. During this stage foam moves easily
across a surface and in narrow spaces. Stage 2 – Liquid begins to drain from the shell;
gravity pulls it to the surface. Bubbles break and become smaller; as the liquid drains from
the shell walls they break. This foam doesn’t move but remains in place. Stage 3 – The
foam collapse is complete and all that remains are small bubbles along the edge. All of the
liquid carried in the bubbles is now a residue on the substrate.

Wet foam applied to the void beneath a concrete slab will spread around obstacles and over
an uneven soil surface. Within a few minutes the foam collapses and the termiticide liquid is
absorbed into the top layer of soil. Wet foam can ‘carry’ enough liquid to treat the surface and
create a treatment zone below the surface.
Dry foam is generally not an effective delivery system for liquid insecticide. In this type foam
there is a large amount of surfactant and a small amount of liquid. The bubbles are primarily
the shell of the surfactant, there is relatively little liquid insecticide. The liquid quickly drains
from the bubbles, and leaves the foam matrix in place. The matrix is very stable and may
remain for a long time. The clear and shiny matrix is primarily a surfactant shell structure, and
has little insecticide residue.

Save up to 97% on your
chemical costs with
the Versafoamer HH
Here’s how:
Use the new hand pump
Versafoamer for all your wall void
treatments instead of aerosols!

NEW!

Do the math! You could spend $15 on an 18 oz can of termiticide
foam. Or, for under $3 and the Versafoamer, you can mix 128 oz of your
favorite residual to foam job after job. It’s your choice: 18 oz for $15.00
or 128 oz for under $3.00. The expensive aerosol costs .83 per oz. Your
favorite residual mixed into the economical Versafoamer costs only .02 per
oz. The Versafoamer saves you 97% on your chemical costs when
doing wall void treatments.

$169
Suggested Price

Why pay more? The termite season is short– make the most of it!
For more information:
http://bgequip.com./versafoamer1.htm

Do it right the first time with the Series 400
Termite Tools from B&G
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No drips
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Series 400 Pro Set comes factory
equipped with tip shut-off for clean
interior sub-slab treatments
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Update your old, worn out tools to the
No Leaks latest Series 400 valves. Stop wasteful
leaks and reduce your risk with new
properly working application tools
Precision tips place termiticide right

No errors where you need it. Series 400 tools
VERSATOOL

meet label specifications for lateral
spread of termiticide
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New technologies
Tricks/Tips
Interior treatments
Trench/rod methods
Great for new technician
training
To order:
rheiney@bgequip.com
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